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Autotrack On Demand Visitor Tracking (Self Registration) 
Visitor tracking for organization can be complicated and time consuming, most of the 
organization is still using company’s worker time to assist visitor to do visitor data input tracking 
task. It sometimes increase the queuing time for the visitor and wasting resources for company 
as well as visitor. Self registration can always be the much easier compared with assisted 
registration. 
 
Autotrack understand this difficulty faced by the organization, we are now introducing to market 
the simple and easy to use visitor self registration solution which enhance with camera and 
barcode technology to make the registration simple, organise and faster. Once reach the 
meeting premises, the visitor just need to approach to the registration counter, fill in the visitor 
registration form. A predesign visitor badge will be printer via our evolis ID card printer directly 
presented to the visitor. The visitor just need to pick up the ID card and slot into the card holder 
and then hang it on the neck during the visitation period. The clear ID information will be shown 
clearly to the building security as well as the customer's internal staff to avoid any uninvited 
visitor break into their premises. 
 
How to use Autotrack On demand Visitor tracking system? 
On the visitor registration tablet or PC, visitors just need to click the picture taking button, key in 
his/her information, press the print button. A predefined visitor card will be printed for the 
customer to carry along with him during his/her visitation. Customer have the option to select 
either ID card to be printed or visitor sticker to be printed for the visitor. 
 
What is going to happen next? 
After the user self registration, the customer will be informed by the autotrack system via email 
notification. A visitor self taken picture will be sent to the customer, this is for easy identify if the 
visitor is first time meet up the customer. A daily report also can be viewed directly by the 
building owner and export the visitor information to the excel file. 

 


